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A Grim Scene - 2018
- In the past two years, the murder rate in 

Mexico had increased by 55%

-  Economic conditions aren’t much better; 
45% of the population is impoverished. 

- Since 1929, political leadership has been 
tossed around between the PRI, a right of 
center party, and PAN, a center right party.

-  Voters are tired. Approval for the sitting 
president, Enrique Pena Nieto, rests at a 
floundering 17 percent. In short? Voters 
want something new. 

- Enter AMLO. With a singular focus on 
corruption and its treacherous effects on 
crime and poverty, this left-wing populist 
handily comes in first place, beating the 
second closest candidate by 31 points.

- His message? Like Trump’s, like 
Bolsonaro’s, and even Obama’s was one 
of hope. 



Opportunities and Challenges
- Keeping a steady trade relationship 

with the United States (USMCA) 

- Fighting the cartels in the country

- Rooting out corruption

- Balancing a domestic focus with 
international aspirations

- Keeping Mexico’s economic growth 
steady amidst the COVID-19 pandemic

- Sticking up for Mexico while still 
cracking down on undocumented 
migration

Overall Report Card: C-



The Northern Triangle



Coffee Crisis ➢ Guatemala is the largest source of 
people making unauthorized crossings of 
the US-Mexico border

➢ The price of coffee collapsed from $2.20 
per pound in 2016 to $.94 per pound in 
2020 

○ New countries such as Papua New Guinea and 
Colombia have entered the market

○ Small farmers cannot compete with Brazil, “the 
Saudi Arabia of coffee.” They produce 25% of 
the supply and 2x the amount of the second 
closest country (Vietnam). 



Reasons for 
Migration

➢ Gang Violence & the Urban-Rural Divide
○ The countryside is safe but offers few job options 

besides subsistence farming or hard labor on plantations 
○ Cities are plagued by gang violence but offer more 

economic opportunities through factory jobs (still not a 
lot though)

➢ Gang Extortion
○ Taxi drivers, bus drivers, restaurant and shop owners 

must pay “protection money” to gangs to remain open.  
Many feel they are working for the gang rather than 
working for themselves.

➢ Poor Education
○ Public education is low quality, so many families feel 

their children need private school to succeed.  This can 
cost 50% of a family’s income.



The history of 
MS-13

● Formed by young El Salvadorian 
refugees in Los Angeles in the 1980s for 
protection from other gangs

● President George W. Bush made a policy 
of deporting gang members to their home 
countries during his first term

● These deported gang members quickly 
reestablished cells in El Salvador, 
cooperating or competing with existing 
organized crime groups.  The 
underequipped local police were easily 
overwhelmed.



Geographic obstacles

● Honduras contains a densely 
forested peninsula called the 
Mosquitia that is largely inaccessible 
by land

● The rainforest canopy is so dense it 
prevents tools like infrared detection 
or satellite analysis from working

● This makes it an ideal hub for drug 
trafficking, and it serves as a transit 
point for cocaine moving from South 
America to the US



Country 
Comparison

Guatemala, Honduras, and 
El Salvador are collectively 
known as the Northern 
Triangle.  All three countries 
struggle with organized 
crime, violence, and poverty.

Guatemala’s unique problem 
is the collapse of coffee 
prices

Honduras’ unique problem is 
inaccessible jungle territory 
that is easily colonized by 
drug traffickers

El Salvador’s unique 
problem is the MS-13 gang



Guatemala

● The murder rate peaked in 2009 with 45 deaths per 100,000 
people, but by the end of 2018 it dropped to about 22.

● Corruption rank: 146/180
● Corruption score: 26/100
● Per capita income: 8,310 PPP dollars
● Over 2500 missing people in 2018



Honduras

- Homicide rate was 44.7/100000
- CPI: 146/180; 26/100
- Per capita income: $4,719
- 66% living in poverty in 2016



El Salvador

- 61.8 per 100,000 people; highest murder rate in the world
- It ranks 113/180 with a score of 34/100 
- $7860 PPP
- Approximately 60,000 gang members & nearly 300,000 

displaced



Proposed Solutions (We’ll Circle Back to This)
● Elimination of foreign aid to Northern Triangle countries
● Establishment of Marshall Plan for Central America 
● Implementation of corruption watch dogs such as CICIG
● Military intervention 
● Partner with civil society organizations within the Northern Triangle



South 
America

➢ Several countries
○ Venezuela 
○ Argentina
○ Brazil (only if we have time)



Venezuela - Average Venezuelan has lost 20 lbs 
- 3 million refugees
- Political battle between Juan Guaido and 

Nicolas Maduro. 
- Factors to consider: 

- Domestic pressure (Chenoweth) 
- Military support: 5287 killings by Special 

Action Forces in 2017
- Court support
- International attention 



What the heck happened? 

Venezuela is a rentier state. 
That means their economy is 
super reliant on oil for 
everything. That’s good when 
oil prices are high, and so, in 
2000s, President Chavez 
harnessed the oil wealth to fund 
welfare programs. 

The problem? When prices 
collapsed in 2014, so did the 
country’s economy. The country 
didn’t save money for the crisis, 
which is bad since oil is a 
capital-intensive business. 
Today, oil production has 
collapsed to ⅓ of its original 
level.  

The economic crisis led to 
massive protests in 2014, which 
Maduro cracked down on. This 
led to international sanctions & 
the rest is history. 





Argentina
- From 1998 to 2002, Argentina went into a 

really bad recession. In 2001, they 
defaulted on their debt. 

- In 2005, Argentina went through its first 
restructuring wherein the IMF was 
privileged creditor. Since then, they have 
defaulted on their debt 8 times and 
received 30 aid packages. 

- Recently, the IMF tried something historic 
with their largest ever bailout ($56 billion)

-  What typically goes into a bailout? 

- Austerity: 1) cut spending 2) raise taxes

https://www.reddit.com/r/econmonitor/comments/dkp204/argentina_likely_headed_for_its_ninth_sovereign/


Proposed Economic Solutions
In Venezuela: 

1) Diversification
2) Political change
3) Accept foreign aid
4) Foreign loans & investment
5) Infrastructure spending

In Argentina:

1) Diversification
2) Be more patient during austerity 

measures
3) Restructure existing loans
4) Work with international community 

to boost foreign investment 



Operation Car Wash
The Scandal You’ve 
Never Heard of



What Laid the Groundwork for Bolsonaro
- Began in November of 2014

- Hundreds of CEOs, members of 
Congress, and even two presidents have 
been implicated

- At the center of the scheme is the largest 
state-owned oil firm in Latin America: 
Petrobras

- Companies fixed prices & alternated 
contracts; paid off folks in Petrobras and 
government to keep quiet. 

- Comperj and Odebrecht case study 
- 50,000 moved; 160 new businesses, but 

overcharged by $8 billion ($6 billion vs $14 billion) 
and the project never happened.

- Alberto Youssef: “the republic is going to fall”   

- Eike Batista was arrested for 30 years and 
Odebrecht CEO arrested for 19 years

- Exposed corruption & 17  infrastructure projects in 
7 countries (11 in Brazil alone) lost funding. Wiped 
out 500,000 jobs

- Lula arrested & close ally Dilma Rousseff was 
impeached. Then Michel Temer was arrested after 
his term ended; 84% favored indictment and 7% 
approval rating.  



Bolivia





The Election
- Bolivia is about ⅔ indigenous

- First indigenous president was Evo 
Morales, who has held the country’s helm 
since 2006

- In 2016, a referendum took place to have 
term limits. It narrowly passed, but 
Morales appealed in front of Bolivia’s top 
court and was able to run for the 4th time. 

- On October 20th, polls showed a tight race 
between Morales and his opponent, 
Carlos Mesa. However, election results 
abruptly stopped and, 24 hours later, it 
showed Morales ahead by 10% -- which 
avoids a runoff. 

- This led to massive protests -- the gov 
claimed it was from rural areas which were 
hard to count. The OAS did an audit, 
Morales didn’t like the results, but agreed 
to a runoff. It was too late. 

- History is everything. 2nd largest oil in 
South America & 1964 coup. 



The Crazy Far-Right Lady
- The military “encouraged” Morales to step 

down. Then, coincidentally, all of the other 
top leaders in succession stepped down. 
This left Jeanine Anez, the second VP of 
the Senate, as the new interim president. 

- Now being dubbed “Biblical Bolivia” 
because of her inability to separate church 
from state. 

- Also called indigenous people “savages”

- Freedom House press release on her 
overextending COVID powers to suppress 
political speech


